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Environmentalists argue a federal plan to allow drilling for oil and gas in Nevada violates the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) because it fails to adequately analyze impacts from increased greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions that will result from the drilling activity, as well as eventual combustion of the fuels that will
be produced. The argument is another example of a growing trend in which activists are challenging fossil fuel
energy projects by citing climate change impacts and might foreshadow a lawsuit against the federal
government over the Nevada plan.

However, a source with a conservative legal group that is raising concerns about activist climate change
challenges to energy development projects argues it is extremely difficult for federal agencies such as EPA and
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to accurately assess and mitigate GHG impacts tied to new
development proposals. As a result, it is essentially impossible to know how those impacts could affect global
warming in specific geographic locations and consequential impacts on humans and wildlife in those areas, the
source maintains.

At issue is a proposal by BLM to open 1.7 million acres of public land in Nevada to oil and gas development.
BLM is currently reviewing public comments on the proposed drilling site and is expected to soon issue a final
proposal with responses to comments. 

The Center for Biological Diversity (CBD) argues in an April 28 letter to BLM that the federal agency failed
to adequately address in its environmental assessment of the plan the impacts of GHG emissions directly and
indirectly tied to the drilling. CBD says the GHG emissions would exacerbate global climate change and further
threaten imperiled species in the region, as well as have negative impacts to human health and the
environment. The letter is available at CarbonControlNews.com.

"Because the environmental assessment fails to analyze significant direct, indirect and cumulative
environmental effects associated with oil and gas drilling, [it] must be withdrawn and a full environmental
impact statement (EIS) prepared as required by [NEPA]," CBD states.

Specifically, CBD claims the BLM environmental assessment violates NEPA by failing to: disclose, analyze, and
otherwise take into account the GHG emissions that will result from the proposed development; adequately
disclose, analyze, mitigate and take into account cumulative effects of similar actions on public lands and
special status species, such as species protected under the Endangered Species Act (ESA); and consider a
reasonable range of alternatives, including a no leasing or reduced leasing alternative.

"We've been producing similar comments on various federal land management proposals over the years,
whether it's oil, gas, tar sands, oil shale or coal," says a CBD source. "If they are taking it out of the ground, it
will be burned and release carbon (and often methane), so the greenhouse implications need to be analyzed
under NEPA." If BLM "fails to respond adequately to our comments, the next step would probably be an
administrative appeal," the source adds. "If that is rejected, then litigation becomes a possibility."

Assessing and mitigating GHG emissions and climate change impacts tied to myriad types of development
projects continues to be a subject of intense debate in states and at the federal level. While government
agencies appear reluctant to go to the lengths CBD and other activists insist they do, they often face litigation
if they do not make a concerted attempt.



A BLM source says the agency is unlikely to agree to launch a full EIS for the Nevada leasing plan, pointing out
that the plan is mostly a "paperwork exercise," and that any future drilling projects would undergo a separate,
more extensive NEPA review.

While BLM and the Department of the Interior are working on new guidance documents to inform staffers how
to assess GHG and climate change impacts from proposed development, the source says at this point many of
CBD's requests for analysis are unreasonable.

For example, analyzing under NEPA the end use of extracted oil or gas "is an impossibility," because there are
endless factors in the world oil market, and "you could never assess where any drop of oil ends up -- whether
it's used in plastic or some other product, burning gas or at an energy plant," the source says. "There is no
way that could ever be determined, and in fact the BLM does not have regulatory authority over that."

BLM land-use plans developed in 1985-86 designated the Nevada area for potential drilling leasing, the source
adds. Many of the environmental and habitat-impact analyses were conducted when the land-use plans were
drafted.

Assessment of the GHG emissions from future drilling is also "tenuous at best, and probably impossible," the
BLM source says, "because it's a global thing." Government staffers would be unable to say in a NEPA
document that a certain amount of GHG emissions from a drill site in Nevada would be a causal factor of
something else happening at the same location or elsewhere, the source says.

For example, "oil and gas development in the U.S. is nowhere near the pace of other countries' production,
such as in the Middle East, Venezuela and Russia. It's happening all over the world, and you can't point to the
Nevada desert and say if we explore here it will have a certain effect on climate. That would be a real stretch in
my mind."

A conservative national legal group, Pacific Legal Foundation (PLF), is objecting to some of the
environmentalists' climate change-based NEPA and ESA challenges and petitions, based on fears about how
federal agencies will respond and resulting negative impacts to the economy.

"This is a piecemeal attempt to drive global warming policy," a PLF source says. "The environmentalists have
not been successful so far in getting Congress to impose the type of regulations they'd like to see on carbon
emissions, so they're approaching this on a case-by-case basis."

Federal agencies are concerned about making institutional decisions on a national basis that may have severe
economic consequences, "so they're a little bit gun-shy on how to address this," the PLF source claims.

It is clear that the environmentalists' climate change-based challenges are in many cases a direct attack on
fossil fuel-based energy development, the source says. "There's a concerted effort to try to restrict fossil fuel
development . . . so as to try to encourage or require alterative forms of energy," the PLF source says.

PLF is highly concerned, for example, that the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS) soon will misguidedly list the
polar bear under the ESA as an endangered species, based on the theory that global warming is shrinking a
large portion of the bear's sea-ice habitat. CBD and other environmental groups three years ago petitioned
FWS to force the listing. FWS is expected to issue a final decision soon.

"We want to make sure that in our zeal to respond to global warming or other environmental concerns, we're
not trampling on constitutional rights or violating the rule of law," the PLF source says. "So we'll look for
governmental action that results in abuse of power."

PLF and other critics of the proposed polar bear listing argue that the environmentalists' concern about the
polar bear is predictive and anticipatory, based on speculative modeling, and that the ESA does not allow a
listing under such circumstances. PLF would view an FWS listing of the polar bear as an example of a federal
agency abusing its power.

The results of a polar bear listing could be devastating to the economy, the PLF source says.

"If it is listed, under the ESA citizen-suit provision, anyone can sue anyone else for harming a species," the
source adds. "So if the bear is listed because of global warming, the argument can be made that any
carbon-emitting activity is contributing to global warming, which is harming the polar bear. So anyone can sue
to try to stop and curtail any kind of industrial activity. The environmentalists are already lining up to
challenge oil and gas exploration, but this could also affect the auto industry, manufacturing industry,
housing, and energy. So the end result of this is a significant increase in the cost of food and housing and
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energy, and that's going to hit the poor the hardest."
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